Before founding GuardTools, I used to work as a
patrolling guard myself. Having scribbled down the
barely readable details of a nightly incident one time
too many, I started academic studies to see how ict
could benefit guarding.
My studies found that many guarding companies
were struggling with low profits and their only
competitive argument was about lowering costs.
Modern it is changing the perspective, new tools for
operational support are helping guarding companies
to increase service levels and bring new values to
customers, shifting the focus away from destructive
cost competition.
As the most complete operational support solution
on the market, GuardTools enables guarding companies to offer a far more valuable service with rigid
quality assurance to their clients.
We would love to get in
touch with you to tell you
more about how Guardtools customers have
managed to outperform
competitors. And how for
instance property owners
have taken charge
over their security
with GuardTools.

Engineered for stability, security and scalability
Our solution for manned guarding companies consists of a
handheld computer for in-field
usage and a highly competent
planning and administration
application run on a desktop.

Windows application to be
installed on desktop pc’s and
used by administrative personnel. Important features are:

•
•
Built on proven Windows Mo- •
bile technology for rugged •
devices, but soon available on •
Guardtools Mobile

Android units as well. Functionality includes:
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Guardtools Office

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alarm response
rfid, Bar-codes
Yes/No questions
Photos
Numerical values
Predefined events
and actions
Offline support

Patrol planning
Customer contracts
Automated reports
Command and Control
Rights management

Guardtools Web

Web portal available online to
end-clients, supporting commonly required tasks such as:

•
•
•
•
•

Statistics and risk analysis
Extensive database search
Drill down functionality
Data export
Customised searches

Guardtools Static

A set of functions in the
GuardTools desktop client,
specifically designed for
stationary guards, such as
receptions or vehicle gates.
Among the key features are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time controlled reminders
Planning of periodic tasks
Work force Instructions
Work shift sharing
Ad-hoc action reminders
Event & action logging
Workflow traceability

Delivered as a Service

Hosted and maintained, the
Guardtools platform is constantly available for customers over
secure internet connections.
This makes GuardTools easy to

set up and fully scalable for your
business growth. You pay only
for what you use. Fixed costs of
server management and maintainance are shared by multiple
customers. Continuous updates
are provided all-inclusive, no
need for system hardware installation at own premises and no
in-house it expertise is required.
System support comes free of
charge, extended helpdesk and
support packages with guaranteed response-times and aroundthe-clock responsiveness are
available.
As a whole, GuardTools helps
you to solidify internal processes,
assure quality and fulfill service
level agreements.

Simplifies
patrol reporting

Predefined event types and actions save time and
encourages reporting by officers in the field. Freetext and photos are used for more detailed reports.

Streamlines control
and operations

Lowered burden on operations and increased control over information with storage of all information
in one place. Instructions are available directly to
officers and new routines updated automatically.

Enables
pro-active security

Stores reports in digital format for presentation on
maps and in diagrams, presents security managers
a bird’s-eye view of risk areas.

Guarantees
contract fulfillment

Contract data is used for patrol planning, handheld
computer usage enforces all tasks to be reviewed
before a work shift can be ended, eliminating all
risks of missing tasks.

Distributes
reports automatically

Summarises and distributes reports to end-clients,
with the right data for the right recipients, always
on time.

Developed in Sweden
by Blue Mobile Systems AB

Blue Mobile Systems is situated at Lindholmen, in
the heart of the international ict cluster in Gothenburg. With an extended network of customers in
Scandinavia, Blue Mobile Systems is currently expanding into the pan-european market. Guardtools
is immediately available in Danish, English, Finnish,
German, Norwegian, Swedish and Polish. Translation to other languages can be arranged upon request.

Your next steps

Call us at +46 31 22 11 95 and we’ll tell you more
about the benefits GuardTools can offer.
Send us an email at sales@guardtools.com and
we’ll get you some example reports and a more indepth view of the solution.
Visit our web page at www.guardtools.com and
view the success stories page to see how others
have succeeded to grow their business or improve
their security with GuardTools.
We are currently visiting fairs and both new and
existing customers throughout Europe, do not hesitate to ask us for an in-depth demonstration of the
system at your premises.

The operational
support system

that increases

service levels

